daring God-talk: what is normal?
What does it mean to ‘reopen’ the church? What can faith-based organizations and communities offer to the public health care discourse during the pandemic?

Asia & Pasifika Panelists  Fri Oct 30, 2020  7:00-8:30pm (Taipei time)

WEI HUANG  Gerald West  Allan Samuel Palanna

WEI HUANG
Chinese Philosophy of Heaven-Human Harmony and the Theology of Impurity in the Hebrew Bible

GERALD WEST
Reopening the churches and/as reopening the economy: Covid’s contribution to The Kairos Document’s ‘church theology’

ALLAN SAMUEL PALANNA
Faith in the Time of a Pandemic: Health Justice and Faith Communities
daring God-talk: what is normal?
How do we dare to interpret the virus, with or without God?
Can the theological voice appropriate the Covid pandemic, respond prophetically, and make a contribution to the crisis?

As iA & Pasifica Panelists  Sat Oct 31, 2020  7:00-8:30pm (Taipei time)

Beverley Haddad
< Private and Public Pandemics in South Africa: Theological Imperatives Summoned by HIV and Covid-19 >

Hadje Sadje
< Stripping the thief in the night: Decolonizing Pentecostal Eschatology as a Response to the Covid-19 Pandemic >

Volker Küster
< Interpretation against: What if not punishment? >
daring God-talk: what is normal?
Can the church show solidarity during the pandemic?
What fault-lines and hypocrisy have been exposed in our communities during Covid-19?

Asia & Pasifika Panelists  Sun Nov 1, 2020  7:00-8:30pm (Taipei time)

SITHEMBISO ZWANE
- Covid-19 Solidarity Assurance: Reality, Faith and Action

KUZIPA NALWAMBA
- Stripping the thief Vulnerability: Embodied resistance during Covid-19?

ANTHONY REDDIE
- Resisting the return to the old normal: A Black Liberation Theology inspired model of Global humanity and the call of radical solidarity with the 'least of these'